Where to See Art in Philly This Summer

From grand celebrations of movement forefathers to up-and-comer shows to puppets, here’s what to see at the city’s galleries and museums this summer. (Plus, a sneak peek for fall.)
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Get our weekly picks of what to do this weekend and the latest on Philly’s arts and entertainment scene.

A Brand New End: Survival and Its Pictures
Through July 16th

This exhibition is just one piece in a five-component undertaking by multimedia mastermind Carmen Winant, to investigate how images and self-representation intersect with domestic violence and feminism. The genre-bender and intense researcher uses imagery from the archives of Women in Transition and the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence for many of the new pieces in the center’s galleries. And if you’re a fan, keep an eye out for Winant’s book including materials from the showcase, coming this fall.
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